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Dear World displays Xavier stories
The new exhibit displays a selection of the portraits 
captured during the initial event in September. A few students reected fur-
BY BRITTANY WELLS
Staff Writer
Dear World Xavier, a por-
trait-taking event sponsored 
by 11 different departments 
and on-campus organizations, 
asked more than 300 students, 
faculty and staff  to expose 
their innermost narratives by 
writing them on their bodies. 
Those stories, summed up 
in small sentences ranging 
from “She came up and said 
thank you” to “When she 
left, home left too,” leave the 
onlooker questioning their 
assumptions and the deeper 
meaning behind them. 
48 of  those narratives are 
now hanging on a wall with 
their stories slashed boldly 
across their subjects’ bodies. 
They have staked claim in 
their stories, worn them on 
their bodies, exposed their 
pain to the world and assert-
ed the importance of  wearing 
their hearts on their sleeves.
Though that kind of  expo-
sure was difficult for first-year 
Grant Zentmeyer, he believed 
the experience ultimately 
proved rewarding.
“It was hard to be OK with 
telling that story and being 
ready to tell people about 
that. It’s kind of  strange to 
know that people around are 
perusing my story…people 
that I don’t even know yet,” 
Zentmeyer said. “But that is 
OK because I think that if  we 
promote the idea that it’s all 
right for people to share their 
story, then more people will 
feel OK with being open with 
their stories.” 
Sophomore Allison Schro-
eder also felt that the pain of  
vulnerability was worth it. 
“There is a power in story-
telling,” Schroeder said. “…At 
Xavier people tend to have a 
made-up story about people 
before they even get to know 
them. Because it’s such a small 
school, I feel like people, based 
on how you look, you’re al-
ready given a past. I think the 
Dear World project puts us 
past that and really brings out 
what makes us unique, what 
makes us Xavier.”
With that vulnerability, Ze-
ntmeyer explained, came the 
opportunity to get to know 
the subjects of  those stories 
beneath the façade. 
“The one thing that really 
comes up with each picture is 
that behind every single per-
son there really is a story, and 
for a lot of  people, that’s not 
obvious when you first meet 
them,” Zentmeyer said. “They 
have stuff  that they don’t tell 
you on the first-day meeting, 
but they have something that 
they really do need to tell, 
need to spread. It is important 
to be there for each person, 
to be ready to listen to their 
story, so that they can come 
to you and that you’re ready 
to respond and be there as a 
friend.” 
For example, a smile can 
be a reaction to pleasure, a 
physical representation of  in-
ner happiness or possibly just 
courtesy. For junior Johnny 
Srsich, the bubbly smile you 
can often find on his face holds 
gratitude but also purpose. 
“I smile as much as I can 
because you never know if  
someone needs a little bit of  
happiness in their day to get 
through their own struggles,” 
Srsich said.
For Srsich, six simple 
words — “He gave the Pope a 
bracelet” — attest to years of  
his brother’s story. 
“When I was a freshman in 
high school, my older broth-
er Peter, who was a senior at 
the time, was diagnosed with 
stage 4 Diffuse Large B cell 
non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma and 
was forced to undergo eight 
months of  intensive chemo-
therapy and radiation,” Srsich 
said. “While going through 
treatment, he rallied around 
the Scripture verse Romans 
8:28 and would constantly re-
fer to it. Because of  this, one 
of  our family friends made a 
little green rubber bracelet 
that on one side said ‘praying 
for Peter’ and ‘Romans 8:28’ 
on the other. 
“Peter was given the op-
portunity to make a wish, and 
his wish was to visit Rome 
to see the pope. Well, Make-
a-Wish did one better than 
that, and Peter got the chance 
to meet Pope Benedict XVI. 
It was there that he gave His 
Holiness one of  his bracelets 
because he did not have any-
thing else to give him.” 
The opportunity to share 
his own story as well as listen 
to others’ stories was not only 
rewarding but also liberating, 
Zentmeyer added. 
“You went with your 
friends and you told a story, 
but you came out of  it feel-
ing a lot more relieved, like a 
weight had been lifted,” Zent-
meyer said. “I was finally tell-
ing a story that had lurked on 
me and weighed down on me 
for so, so long.”
Associate Director of  Stu-
dent Involvement Dustin 
Lewis testified to the emotion 
of  watching others find their 
stories to share. 
“I helped several others 
with listening to their stories 
and finding those moments 
to help capture for their por-
trait,” Lewis recalled. “That 
was definitely emotional-
ly draining but very much 
worthwhile, and with several 
of  the faculty and staff  that I 
worked with, I’ve felt a stron-
ger connection knowing more 
about them outside of  work.”
Lewis asserted that while 
not all stories are easy to tell, 
that doesn’t make it any less 
important that they’re told.
“Storytelling is one of  the 
oldest forms of  culture and 
communication,” Lewis said. 
“Written stories, spoken sto-
ries — both have significantly 
contributed to our history as 
a society. The ability to both 
rationally and creatively think 
and to then share that expres-
sion with another is invaluable 
to us as human beings. 
“On a personal level, shar-
ing part of  yourself  and al-
lowing someone to share 
themselves with you creates 
a bond and allows us to em-
pathize with others.  We find 
meaning in our shared experi-
ences and in how we relate to 
one another, and all of  that is 
done through storytelling.”
Students and faculty reect on sharing their own narratives in portrait form
The Dear World
Newswire
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Free textbook pilot program starts
First-year students will have their textbook costs covered for eight semesters
BY SOONDOS MULLA-OSSMAN 
Copy Editor
University students across 
the country complain about 
having to purchase textbooks 
every semester out of  pock-
et, but what if  they no longer 
had to? This is the question 
posed by a pilot program be-
ing introduced to the class of  
2022 by the Division of  En-
rollment Management, the 
Office of  Student Success and 
Auxiliary Services. 
Rather than handing over 
money at the bookstore regis-
ter or to services like Chegg, 
students will be able to pick 
up all of  their required text-
books for no cost at all, as 
long as they return them by 
the end of  the semester like a 
rented textbook.
According to Assistant 
Vice President of  Auxiliary 
Services Dr. Jude Kiah, the 
university decided to provide 
all required curricular ma-
terials to first-year students 
for eight semesters — or the 
full four-year undergraduate 
term. 
“It’s a pilot program, so 
we’re looking to see how it 
affects enrollment,” Kiah said. 
“Do people come as a result, 
persistence, does it help peo-
ple succeed in the classroom, 
especially first year to second 
year?”
An email announcing the 
new textbook program was 
sent to students through Xavi-
er Student weekly on Monday 
morning.
The email stated, “National 
statistics show that about one-
third of  college students na-
tionwide reportedly skip pur-
chasing textbooks altogether 
because of  the cost.”
The program will affect the 
tuition of  neither the current 
student body nor the incom-
ing class. Instead, incoming 
students’ scholarship money 
has been redistributed to cov-
er the costs of  the textbooks. 
Vice President of  Enrollment 
Management Aaron Meis 
explains that each year, the 
amount of  scholarship money 
available to students and its 
allocation are slightly differ-
ent. 
“The university has tried 
to be more judicious in our 
awarding of  scholarships,” 
Meis said. “We’ve tried to 
offer this benefit to the in-
coming freshmen to offset 
some of  the burden of  their 
costs.”
Assistant Vice President 
for Enrollment Management 
and Student Success Kelly 
Pokrywka said this program 
isn’t just about recruitment. 
“This is about retention of  
our students based on some 
really strong empirical evi-
dence that students, because 
of  finances, can’t buy text-
books sometimes,” Pokrywka 
said. “So we’re really proud of  
this program.”
Kiah has been working on 
the development of  the text-
book pilot program since he 
came to Xavier three years 
ago. He has personal experi-





store world” for 10 years and 
as a student himself  was faced 
with “not having money for 
books, and knowing what that 
meant in my own personal ac-
ademic career.” 
Like other initiatives Xavi-
er University has taken, the 
textbook pilot program is 
draws inspiration from other 
places. The program is based 
on a model used at a North 
Carolina college. 
Kiah is hopeful that the pro-
gram will be a success, and he 
and all others involved will be 
able to review the data by the 
end of  next semester. Kiah 
would love to see the program 
expand to include more of  the 
student body. 
“Those students who are 
most at risk, you’re going to 
be prepared on day one to get 
into the classroom,” Kiah said. 
“We’re going to remove this 
barrier…I’m so proud that 
Xavier has done that.”
Photo courtesy of forgetthebox.net
The incoming class of 2022 will be able to get its required textbooks for free thanks to a new pilot program.
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The Office of  Student In-
volvement (OSI) is coordi-
nating a pilot summer orien-
tation program for incoming 
first-year students this June. 
The academic orientation 
program will focus on class 
registration and orientation 
to the campus, allowing in-
coming students to meet with 
academic advisers and become 
familiar with campus resourc-
es. 
The program will only be 
available for up to 400 local 
incoming first-years and stu-
dent athletes and their parents 
or guardians for two separate 
two-day overnight sessions 
this year. 
If  effective, the option to 
attend summer orientation 
may eventually be extended 
to all incoming first-years in 
the future. 
Provost Dr. Melissa Bau-
mann called for a pilot sum-
mer orientation program to 
combat “melting” in the com-
munity of  college admissions. 
Melting occurs when first-
BY HEATHER GAST 
Staff Writer
year students commit to a 
university but do not end up 
attending. 
Besides reducing melting, 
the goal of  the summer ori-
entation program is to de-
liver the Xavier “brand” of  a 
highly personalized student 
experience as well as to en-
hance students’ transitions to 
Xavier. 
A variety of  departments 
including Student Affairs, En-
rollment Management, Stu-
dent Success and Marketing 
and Communications have 
been involved since planning 
began in October 2017.
Xavier used to have a sum-
mer orientation program 
called Priority Registration 
Experience Program (PREP), 
where students registered for 
their fall semester classes in 
person. PREP became less 
feasible and was terminated 
after 2012 as Xavier expanded 
to recruit students from out-
side the Ohio-Kentucky-Indi-
ana tri-state area. 
In recent years, Road to 
Xavier has been used as an 
exclusively online approach 
to transitioning students to 
college. While Road to Xavier 
is convenient to access online, 
it has not measured up to the 
goal of  personalized attention 
for each student. 
Senior Director of  Student 
Affairs Leah Busam Klenowk-
si shared a critique she’s heard 
from students and parents.
“When they did advis-
ing and registration from a 
distance at their computers 
at home, they felt like that 
didn’t match (Xavier’s brand), 
Busam Klenowski said. 
“That’s part of  what we hope 
to help people with in the 
in-person program.” 
The summer orientation 
program has been designed 
as a middle ground between 
X-Day programs for prospec-
tive students in the spring pri-
or to the student’s acceptance 
and Manresa for committed 
first-year students before 
classes start in August. 
Besides keeping incoming 
first-years excited in between 
X-Day and Manresa, the 
Summer Orientation aims to 
blend the two approaches of  
What are the virtues and 
vices of  capitalism? Reflec-
tions on this question drove 
the most recent installment 
of  Xavier’s Ethics/Religion 
and Society (E/RS) interview 
series on Tuesday evening in 
Kennedy Auditorium. The 
program took the form of  a 
discussion between Dr. Tim 
Brownlee of  the philosophy 
department and Dr. Staff  
Johnson of  the finance de-
partment moderated by E/RS 
director and philosophy pro-
fessor Dr. Gabe Gottlieb. 
The interviewees were 
uniquely qualified for the 
discussion: Johnson directs 
Xavier’s Smith Center for the 
Study of  Capitalism and So-
ciety, and Brownlee teaches 
about economic philosophers 
Adam Smith and Karl Marx 
in the university’s Private In-
terest and Public Good Mas-
ter’s Program. The event also 
marked the last of  six E/RS 
interviews scheduled to take 
place during Gottlieb’s three-
year tenure as E/RS director.
The first portion of  the talk 
centered on properly defining 
capitalism. The most basic 
understanding of  the term is 
that it constitutes an economic 
system in which market forces 
direct the efficient allocation 
of  goods and services to in-
dividuals. Johnson offered an 
example he uses often in class; 
“How is it that an economic 
system knows how to produce 
enough coffee to wake people 
up in the morning and enough 
gas to get people to work on 
E/RS debate examines capitalism
Final installment of interview series discusses capitalist ideals and problems
time? You put supply and de-
mand together and you create 
a market.”
Brownlee added to this 
discussion by explaining that 
while Karl Marx is known as 
perhaps the world’s most em-
inent critic of  the system of  
capitalism, he was also fas-
cinated by its ability to spur 
technological advancements 
and allocate resources. How-
ever, he had deep misgivings 
about the impacts of  capital-
ism, such as the treatment of  
workers under capitalist con-
ditions and the centrality of  
capitalism to the lives of  indi-
viduals.
With this definition and 
critique of  capitalism on the 
table, the interview moved 
into a discussion of  the vir-
tues and vices of  capitalism. 
First came the virtues, name-
ly productivity and efficiency. 
Brownlee chimed in on this 
point, saying “It is a really 
efficient system for the dis-
tribution of  goods, certainly 
more efficient than any cen-
trally planned system. Also, 
capitalism made possible an 
explosion in our productive 
capacity as a species.” 
Johnson added to this praise 
by talking about technological 
innovation and wealth cre-
ation. “My grandfather grew 
up riding a horse. By the time 
he passed away in 1968, he 
was driving cars.” 
Brownlee also acknowl-
edged that capitalism intro-
duces a behavior of  exchange 
in which both parties are more 
or less equal. This habit of  ex-
change begs the question, “If  
this is the way markets work, 
then why doesn’t politics 
work the same way? Capital-
ism has been really effective in 
undermining just about every 
traditional form of  social hi-
erarchy” and has been an ally 
to democracy, he said.
The conversation then 
turned to the negative aspects 
of  capitalism, namely inequal-
ity and the cultural influence 
that it holds. Johnson noted 
that while a chemist might 
create painkillers for a good 
cause, the work of  advertisers 
pushes doctors to overpre-
scribe painkillers, leading to 
the widespread abuse of  those 
drugs that has contributed, 
to an extent, to the ongoing 
opioid crisis. In ways such as 
these, the ethos of  capitalism 
BY RYAN KAMBICH
Copy Editor
Summer orientation available to new students
each program.
While X-Day provides 
a lot of  information to stu-
dents alongside their guard-
ians, Manresa is experienced 
through small groups led by 
current Xavier students and 
is designed to acclimate in-
coming students to the Xavier 
community without a guard-
ian or parent in sight. 
The program will have a 
mix of  experiences where 
students and parents are 
together and others that in-
coming first-years will be 
with Manresa-esque small 
groups led by current Xavier 
students.
The summer orientation 
will not be free, but the in-
ter-departmental team is try-
ing to keep costs as low as 
possible. The cost is projected 
to be $50-$75 to cover meals, 
linens and lodging provided 
exclusively for students in the 
residence halls and the space 
in Cintas. 
The summer orientation 
program is not designed to be 
a profitable endeavor for the 
university. The planning team 
acknowledges that families 
planning to attend will face 
other charges such as taking 
time off  work, hotel rooms 
for accompanying guardians 
and paying for gas to travel to 
campus.
Road to Xavier will be 
maintained for students who 
choose not to or are unable 
to attend. Busam Klenowski 
stresses that summer orienta-
tion is “...an extra orientation 
piece. Manresa will continue 
as is.” 
Busam Klenowski empha-
sized that the nature of  the 
Summer Orientation as a 
pilot program will help de-
termine the balance between 
sharing relevant information 
for the students who attend 
and still provide the same in-
formation on Road to Xavier 
without sharing topics with 
Manresa.
Current Xavier students 
were able to apply as paid 
summer orientation leaders 
through the One App earlier 
this semester and will be in-
terviewing for positions in the 
coming weeks. 
breeds destructive habits sur-
rounding technological and 
productive advancements.
The two differed on how 
society should go about mit-
igating these types of  de-
structive habits. Brownlee 
endorsed the view that laws 
and government policies can 
be used to regulate and push 
behavior in a certain way 
and thereby change attitudes 
about capitalist pitfalls. John-
son, on the other hand, argued 
that strength of  individual 
character, religion and family 
structures can help to defeat 
failures of  capitalism by pro-
viding individuals a way to 
resist the destructive habits 
of  the system. This disagree-
ment carried the night and 
highlighted the main point of  
contention between the two 
speakers on their views about 
the vices of  capitalism.  
Dr. Steven Frankel of  the 
philosophy department laud-
ed the event and E/RS more 
generally. 
“I think it’s very important 
for the success of  Xavier’s 
academic life that we have op-
portunities outside the class-
room to continue intellectu-
al discussions...E/RS is one 
of  the best ways to do that,” 
Frankel said. 
The next event in the E/
RS series will be a luncheon 
lecture about the Holocaust 
with Yale historian Timothy 
Snyder on Friday, Feb. 26. 
Those interested in attending 
should RSVP online at the E/
RS website.
Newswire photo by Ryan Kambich
(Left to right) Dr. Tim Brownlee, Dr. Staff Johnson and Dr. Gabe Gottlieb discuss the virtues and vices of capitalism.
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Campus reacts to Nassar sentence
Students share their experiences with sexual assault in the gymnastics world
Confederate statues debate rages  
Former USA Gymnastics 
(USAG) Olympic team doctor 
and Michigan State Univer-
sity (MSU) osteopathic phy-
sician Larry Nassar received 
an additional 40- to 125-year 
sentence for the molestation 
of  265 young women under 
the pretense of  medical treat-
ment on Monday. 
Nassar had already been 
sentenced to 60 years in fed-
eral prison for the possession 
of  child pornography and 
was also sentenced 40 to 175 
years after he pled guilty to 10 
counts of  first-degree crim-
inal sexual contact with chil-
dren under the age of  16. 
BY HEATHER GAST
Staff Writer
Judge Janice Cunningham 
said she added the most re-
cent sentence because she did 
not believe that Nassar felt re-
morse for his decades of  mis-
deeds. 
Cunningham cited Nassar’s 
pre-sentencing interview, 
where he recanted his state-
ment that his bare-handed, in-
vasive procedures were medi-
cally unnecessary.
USAG agreed to undergo 
an independent investigation, 
and all of  its board members 
have resigned per the request 
of  the United States Olympic 
Commission. 
USAG also cut ties with 
Karolyi Ranch, a secluded 
camp where it sent Olym-
pic gymnasts and children to 
train. The president and ath-
letic director of  MSU have 
resigned while the university 
is currently undergoing a spe-
cial investigation requested by 
the Michigan attorney gener-
al. 
There has yet to be any 
change in reporting policies 
from the involved institutions 
or specific punishment given 
to individuals who may have 
turned a blind eye to Nassar.
Senior Erin Bollinger, a 
member of  Xavier’s club 
gymnastics team, was not 
surprised when news broke 
out that a sexual assault scan-
dal had emerged from USAG. 
Bollinger has followed the 
Nassar case through social 
media. She shared that her ini-
tial reaction when Nassar was 
brought to court was not hor-
ror but appreciation that “it’s 
finally happening,” and a per-
petrator was being punished. 
Bollinger has been involved 
in gymnastics since she was 2 
years old. 
Throughout her career, she 
has met other girls who “were 
made very uncomfortable by 
certain contact from a coach” 
but chose not to report it. She 
added that “I do know that in 
general it is a problem that 
exists within the sport (of  
gymnastics) just as I’m sure it 
is in other sports.” 
Bollinger’s claim is not un-
founded. USAG is no stranger 
to sexual assault scandals. 
The organization started 
a list banning former mem-
bers including coaches for vi-
olations of  USAG bylaws to 
protect athletes against sex 
discrimination starting in the 
1990s. 
The list remains available 
on its website today. Such lists 
and reporting policies were 
clearly not effective in Nas-
sar’s case.
An anonymous member of  
Xavier’s club gymnastics who 
survived sexual assault at a 
young age outside of  gym-
nastics shared her reaction to 
hearing the testimonies from 
some of  the 156 women who 
spoke out against Nassar in 
late January. 
“Listening to the testimo-
nies makes me feel devastated 
and empowered at the same 
time…It never gets any eas-
ier listening to what these 
other women have had to go 
through,” the student said. “It 
really can impact every aspect 
of  your life, which is why I 
hate that anyone ever has to 
go through that type of  pain. 
But on the other hand, hear-
ing it also lets me know that 
I’m not alone in that struggle 
and that, just maybe, an im-
pact can be made to help fix 
the problem.”
Xavier’s athletic depart-
ment works closely with the 
Title IX Office to take thor-
ough measures to prevent 
sexual assault as well as other 
forms of  sex-based violence 
and support student athletes. 
On the preventative side, Ti-
tle IX provides extensive on-
going and regular training 
for Xavier staff  and faculty, 
including coaches, for earlier 
recognition of  sex discrimi-
nation as well as appropriate 
ways to respond to students 
who confide that they have 
been sexually assaulted. 
All new staff  complete a 
two and a half  hour online 
training course, and all staff  
go through an annual “re-
fresher” of  reporting respon-
sibilities and Xavier’s Title IX 
policies. 
Student athletes complete 
GOA, Manresa and the online 
orientation module “Think 
About It” that has a section 
on sexual assault, as well as 
other programs specific to the 
vulnerable position athletes 
experience with medical per-
sonnel, coaches and athletic 
trainers. 
This past fall, student ath-
letes were required to attend 
an education session on Title 
IX information led by Janet 
Judge, who is a nationally rec-
ognized Title IX expert, at-
torney and former collegiate 
athlete.
The anonymous student 
is hopeful that the efforts of  
Xavier’s Title IX office will 
reduce the problem of  sexu-
al assault of  student athletes 
but does not think the poli-
cies and trainings provided 
are an absolute guarantee that 
the tragedy of  serial sexu-
al assault could not happen. 
The gymnast believes what 
would make a significant im-
pact would be for  “...athletes 
to stand up for themselves...
have the courage to report the 
incident.” They added, “With-
out people being proactive for 
themselves, it’s really hard to 
fix the problem” in reference 
to rampant sexual assault 
within athletics. 
Michigan State University gymnasts huddle up before a meet in 2013. Xavier currently has safety measures in 
place to prevent incidents like Larry Nassar’s repeated sexual assaults from happening on our campus.
Photo courtesy of Flickr
Graphic by Kevin Thomas
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GOP memo keeps collusion viable
The controversial document was released despite warning from FBI and DOJ
President Donald Trump 
declassified and authorized the 
release of  Rep. Devin Nunes’ 
(R-Calif.) four-page memo on 
Feb. 2, despite warnings from 
the FBI, Department of  Jus-
tice (DOJ) and other lawmak-
ers. The memo suggests that 
top law enforcement officials 
abused their surveillance au-
thority while investigating 
the Trump campaign’s ties to 
Russia. Democrats have criti-
cized the move, claiming the 
memo omits important facts. 
The memo itself  focus-
es on the FBI’s actions when 
seeking a warrant to wiretap 
former Trump campaign ad-
viser Carter Page, specifically 
in the application for a For-
eign Intelligence Surveillance 
court (FISA) authorization. 
Nunes appears to suggest in 
the memo that the FBI relied 
on information it had not ob-
tained itself, rather acting on 
information from a dossier 
written by former British In-
telligence agent Christopher 
Steele. The dossier was part-
ly financed by the DNC and 
Clinton Campaign and origi-
nally financed by the Jeb Bush 
campaign. The accusation is 
that the FBI did not disclose 
who funded the dossier during 
the FISA application. 
Despite the content of  the 
memo, there are several im-
portant items the memo omits 
or doesn’t explain. For exam-
ple, Nunes does not state that 
the government surveilled 
Page only after he’d left the 
Trump campaign. The memo 
also claims that “senior DOJ 
and FBI officials” knew who 
funded the dossier but does 
not specify. This is also con-
trary to the Democratic coun-
terpart on the House Intel-
ligence Committee who said 
that “the Majority suggests 
that the FBI failed to alert the 
court to Mr. Steele’s poten-
tial political motivations…but 
this is not accurate.” 
The memo also alleges that 
the FBI should have terminat-
ed Steele after leaking infor-
mation to Yahoo News. How-
ever, it also admits the FBI 
didn’t know about Steele’s 
leak, saying in the document, 
“Steele improperly concealed 
from and lied to the FBI about 
those contacts.” 
Nunes also indicts Bruce 
Ohr, the former Director of  
the Organized Crime Drug 
Enforcement Task Force, for 
his connections to Steele and 
his wife’s connection to the 
Clinton campaign. Nellie Ohr 
works for Fusion GPS, which 
is the company that conduct-
ed opposition research for 
the Clinton campaign as well 
as paid for part of  the Steele 
Dossier. Ohr was also Steele’s 
DOJ contact and alleges that 
Steele admitted that he “was 
desperate that Donald Trump 
not get elected and was pas-
sionate about him not being 
President.” The memo goes 
on to explain that this means 
the FBI had known Steele’s 
bias in its official files, but it 
is not reflected in the FISA 
application. Despite this, the 
memo does not make the 
claim that Ohr was involved in 
the FISA application, nor does 
it have evidence that Ohr was 
involved in the Page wiretap 
specifically. 
One thing the memo does 
confirm is the FBI did not 
start its investigation because 
of  the Steele Dossier. Instead, 
it confirms that “The Page 
FISA application also men-
tions information regarding 
fellow Trump campaign advi-
sor (George) Papadopoulus…
The Papadopoulos informa-
tion triggered the opening of  
an FBI counterintelligence 
investigation in late July 2016 
by FBI agent Pete Strzok.” 
President Trump has not 
yet pledged to authorize the 
release of  the Democrat’s 
rebuttal memo to Nunes. 
The memo’s release was vot-
ed on by the House Intelli-
gence Committee late Mon-
day night.  Senate Minority 
leader Chuck Schumer wrote 
a letter to President Trump 
on Sunday saying that if  the 
president does not release the 
Democrats’ memo it “will con-
firm the American people’s 
worst fears that the release of  
Chairman Nunes’ memo was 
only intended to undermine 
Special Counsel Bob Mueller’s 
investigation.”
 
The Nunes Memo, named after Rep. Devin Nunes (R-Calif., pictured above), was released on Feb. 2. It suggests 
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Confederate statues debate rages  
BY JACK DUNN
Staff Writer
I wonder if it 
was held at 
“gum”point
Jan. 31, 2:30 p.m. – A 
student reported being the 
victim of  fraud/theft when 
they attempted to sell their 
iPhone on Craigslist.
Jan. 31, 3:29 p.m. – A 
student reported the theft 
of  their Tommy Hilfiger 
coat which had been left 
unattended in the Fenwick 
Place lobby. 
Jan. 31, 3:38 p.m. – An 
employee reported the theft 
of  a laptop from Hailstones 
Hall between Jan. 6 and 
Jan. 30. An investigation is 
pending.
Feb. 1, 11:29 p.m. – 
Xavier Police assisted Res-
idence Life with a room 
search at Fenwick Place. 
No contraband or para-
phernalia were found. The 
report was closed.
Feb. 2, 5:04 a.m. – An 
officer on patrol discovered 
a ceiling tile that had been 
damaged in Brockman Hall. 
Residence Life and Physical 
Plant were notified. 
Feb. 2, 4:42 p.m. – A 
student reported that some-
one broke into their vehicle, 
which was parked in the R-1 
Lot, Jan. 1 and Feb. 2 and 
removed several personal 
items. There are currently 
no suspects.
Feb. 2, 8:26 p.m. – Xavi-
er Police assisted Residence 
Life with a room search at 
University Apartments. A 
small amount of  marijuana 
and drug paraphernalia was 
confiscated. Residence Life 
will follow up. 
Feb. 3, 3:11 a.m. – Cin-
cinnati Fire and Rescue 
transported an underage 
intoxicated University of  
Dayton student to Univer-
sity Hospital for possible al-
cohol poisoning. A fictitious 
ID was confiscated from the 
student they were visiting 
in Husman Hall. Residence 
Life will follow up.
Week in review
What you may have missed
Wikie, a 14-year-old 
killer whale, became the 
first whale to ever mim-
ic the English language. 
She was recorded saying 
“Hello,” “Bye-bye” and 
“one, two” (Jan. 31).
Nigel, a New Zealand gan-
net, died after spending 
three years living among 
only concrete replicas of  
other gannets that had 
been placed on an island 
in an attempt to rebuild a 
gannet colony (Feb. 1).
A Washington State Uni-
versity defensive lineman 
won the school’s com-
munity service award for 
completing 240 hours 
of  community service, 
despite all 240 of  those 
hours being court-or-
dered (Feb. 2).
A Pennsylvania dog re-
turned home after spend-
ing 10 years lost. She was 
recognized by a micro-
chip and still responds to 
her name, Abby (Feb. 3).
A team of  archaeologists 
from the U.S., Europe and 
Guatemala discovered a 
massive Mayan settle-
ment previously hidden 
by a jungle (Feb. 3).
Feb. 1, 12:49 a.m. – 
Xavier Police received a 
report from Residence 
Life that a vending ma-
chine had been broken 
into on the second floor 
of  Fenwick Place. An in-
vestigation is pending.
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xavier.edu
*The Newswire has made 
the decision to stray from 
the AP Style Guide when 
printing the words White 
and Black in reference to 
groups of people. We have 
decided to capitalize both.
Everyone is introduced to 
Xavier’s definition of  con-
sent during Manresa:  “Con-





ed when it 
is forced, co-
erced or when 
a person is 
p h y s i c a l l y 
and/or men-
tally incapable 
of  giving con-
sent.”
This definition seems to 
be beat into your head at so 
many orientations, meetings, 
Make consent sexy: mandatory
etc. and I thought it was 
very clear. But recently, in 
one of  my classes, someone 
said something 
along the lines 
of: “Well consent 
is hard to define 
because it’s all so 
situational.”
If  you’ve 
hooked up with 
someone before, 
is that consent?
If  you’ve 
both been send-
ing “signals” all 
night, is that 
consent?
If  you’ve been dating for 
two years, is that consent?
In all of  these situations 
the answer is no. Consent is 
never implied. It cannot be 
turned into a hot button is-
sue that is debated back and 
forth. It is not a “cutesy” is-
sue that can be made “sexy.” 
Consent is MANDATORY in 
every situation, every single 
time. It is nothing less than a 
clear and excited “Yes!”
Allowing these gray areas 
to seep into our mindsets and 
conversations opens the door 
for sexual assault and victim 
blaming. When we say con-
sent is “situational,” we give 
perpetrators a way out. 
Shifting our image of  con-
sent to an explicitly stated 
question — “Do you want 
to (fill in the sexual activity 
here)” — and an explicitly 
stated answer — “Yes!” — al-
lows a clear path for positive 
sexual interactions to occur 
where both individuals are 
equally in control of  the sit-
uation.
When we have an explicit 
question and answer in mind, 
we can start to discuss what 
consent is and, more impor-
tantly, what consent is not. 
Consent is not a certain 
“look” across a bar. It is not 
a skirt length, a level of  com-
fort with someone or some-
thing that can be pressured. 
There are no shortcuts to 
consent. You either have an 
explicitly stated question and 
answer, or you don’t. 
For the next four weeks, 
Newswire will be continuing 
this series on all of  the com-
ponents of  consent in sexu-
al relationships. Next week’s 
component is “necessary.” 
State of the Union: unity through fear
Prior to last week’s State 
of  the Union address, White 
House aides declared that 
President Donald Trump’s 
speech would seek to unify the 
nation and heal many of  the 
wounds that have been fester-
ing since 2016. By most ac-
counts, the first half  of  Pres-
ident Trump’s address spoke 
to these themes as he touted 
the recent economic upturn 
and called on those watch-
ing to find common ground. 
The president communicated 
these themes and a laundry 
list of  policy proposals that, 
while scarce on details, sought 
to bridge some of  the divides 
in Congress without flailing 
attacks on those members of  
the legislative and judicial 
branches who have periodi-
cally opposed him.
Trump stuck to the tele-
prompter, paused often for 
applause (though bizarrely 













of  a State of  
the Union that 
would be con-
sidered a basic 
level of  deco-
rum and pro-
fessional ism 
for any other 
president, but have been made 
a point of  celebration for the 
low bar his unique brand of  
factless bully politics has cre-
ated. On the whole, Trump 
did a passable job at paying lip 
service to the idea of  unity his 
aides had initially promised.
That facade cracked and 
crumbled right around 9:48 
p.m. EST, when President 
Trump made clear exactly how 
he hoped to foster unity. At 
that moment, the State of  the 
Union took a turn down a dark 
rabbit hole of  bigotry and na-
tionalist rage. It became once 
again clear that, for President 
Trump, unity will only come 
through fear and the project of  
unification will only be com-
plete when the American peo-
ple embrace 
his factless 



















the president of  the United 
States declared that open bor-
ders (a deceitful misnomer) 
have “tragically caused the 
loss of  many innocent lives.” 
He then introduced four par-
ents sitting in the gallery who 
had lost their two daughters 
in 2016 to a double murder in 
which the suspects are believed 
to be illegal immigrants and 
members of  the MS-13 gang.
This isolated tragedy 
served as a springboard from 
which Trump moved into his 
list of  policy initiatives on 
immigration reform, which 
he went on to call a “down 
the middle compromise” (it’s 
not). But beyond the policy 
debate, the moment reveals 
much more about his admin-
istration’s take on unity. The 
rhetorical move, to flirt with 
tragedy in an inflaming at-
tempt to spur national retri-
bution against illegal immi-
grants living peacefully and 
productively in our country, is 
sickening.
Let us, as the Trump ad-
ministration has done so of-
ten in the last year, set a few 
facts aside. Let’s set aside 
the fact that numerous stud-
ies, including research from 
the right-wing Cato Institute 
have found that illegal immi-
grants are 




fifth as likely 
by some ac-
counts. Let’s 
also set aside 
the 30,000 
or so Ameri-




a majority of  
those deaths 
coming from 
the use of  le-
gal firearms 
by fully legal American citi-
zens. Let’s also set aside the $7 
billion immigrants contribute 
to the U.S. economy each year, 
roughly 14 percent of  output 
as well as their civic, artistic 
and cultural contributions to 
our shared public life.
In the vacuum created by 
ignoring truths such as these, 
President Trump’s fear mon-
gering attempt to inspire na-
tional unity in opposition to 
our robust immigrant com-
munities may make sense. 
Unfortunately for the political 
sideshow we saw during the 
State of  the Union address, 
reality and facts are very real, 
and policy needs to reflect the 
reality of  the American cir-
cumstance.





















lic backlash against our im-
migrant communities is a 
disturbing visualization of  
Trumpian unification: unity 
through fear.
Ryan Kambich is a 
junior Philosophy, Pol-
itics and the Public and 
economics double major. 
He is a staff  writer for 
the Newswire from 
Deerfield, Ill.
Riley Head is a soph-
omore Philosophy, Poli-
tics and the Public ma-
jor. She is the Arts and 
Entertainment Editor 
for the Newswire from 
Louisville, Ky.
Unfortunately 
for the political 
sideshow we saw 
during the State 
of  the Union ad-
dress, reality and 
facts are very 
real, and policy 






ation, at every 
time. It is noth-
ing less than a 
clear and ex-
cited “Yes!”
It became once 
again clear that, 
for President 
Trump, unity 
will only come 
through fear and 
the project of  uni-
be complete when 
the American peo-
ple embrace his 
factless brand of  
rage.
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Don’t take your 
dress to the tailor
The tailor shop’s bell tinkles in sync with the clicks of  
skinny heels
As clothe-toting visitors flood the fabric library, mouths 
working like pinwheels
Caught in a hurricane. “Hem this,” “Stretch this,” “Shrink 
this,” make me pretty,
Make me pretty, make me pretty.
What is pretty, when
Everyone is born with a dress, except that dress can never 
be shed, and
They tell you porcelain dresses are prettier than obsidian 
dresses, and
You carry to the mirror these Cliniqued beliefs like a knife 
to an oil-painted canvas
The hair-straightener a smoking torch to your intricate 
embroidery
Because her porcelain dress doesn’t have the naughty  
creases yours does, does she?
“Three thousand dollars.”
“Excuse me?”
The tailor opens his mouth again to restate the cost of  the 
dress’s alterations.
He tastes silk as she shoves her dress into his face.
The cloth’s embrace swallows all light. What color was it? 
Do all dresses taste like silk?
Aren’t dresses supposed to be beautiful?
And yet, what are tailors if  not weavers who take sewing 
needles to dresses
Like doctors who take botox needles to faces
Both weeping, because what put them on that table and on 
that seat
Was a beauty standard that by all standards was impossible 
to meet.
Outside the tailor shop, the pavement is cracked from the 
war over your garment
And who should have the honor of  feeding you the poison 
you breathe each moment.
Get your quick fix in this eyeliner-shaped dopamine vial,
Or this cutesy cherry oxytocin bleach cream bottle
Or the serotonin eyeshadow palette in this aisle.
Every thread is judged, every hair is scrutinized,
Every speck is scrubbed, every scar is despised,
Every blemish is a failure,
So we take our dresses to the tailor.
“Psychology is nonsense.” 
“Psychology is a science 
founded on the failure to un-
derstand the ‘hard’ scienc-





gy is a ‘soft’ 
science, based 
on fluid ideas 




of  as difficult 
and respected 
subjects based on facts and 
measures. ‘Soft’ sciences are 
typically thought of  as easy 
and unimportant subjects 
based on opinions and loose 
measures.”
To students, professors, 
doctors and scholars of  psy-
chology, the above state-
ments are profoundly insult-
ing. They are not insulting, 
however, in a way that makes 
us want to cover our faces 
and cry; they are insulting in 
a way that makes us want to 
stand up and fight.
Allegations of  this nature 
against psychology are not 
only uneducated, but they are 
hypocritical as well. They are 
often made by scholars of  the 
‘hard’ sciences like chemis-
try and physics that refuse to 
believe in the impact of  how 
people think and behave.
One of  the main points 
used in this argument is that 
psychology is constantly 
changing. This is based on 
the fact that psychological 
studies that had large impacts 
in the 19th and 20th centu-
ries have been found to be 
of  less importance today. To 
this point, I argue that this 
is the nature of  all sciences. 
There was a time in history 
when we thought the world 
was flat. There was a time in 
history when we thought the 
atom was the smallest, most 
basic form of  matter. In both 
examples, “hard” sciences had 
to correct themselves just as 
psychology is doing today.
In addition, psychology is 
unlike physics and chemistry 
in that it is based on the hu-
Psychology is not 
nonsense, or is it?
man experience (something 
that is always changing). In 
contrast to a scientific belief  
system, which claims that sci-
ence has the answers to every 
question, we 









fore, as the 
world chang-
es around us, 
our behavior, attitudes and 
characters are destined to 
change as well. Humans are 
malleable creatures, so psy-
chology must be as well.
This means 
that even when 
psychology is 
older and more 
established on its 
principles, it will 
need to change 
as human nature 
does. The foun-
dations of  the 
theories and prin-
ciples will largely 
remain the same 
(e.g., attitudes 
affect behaviors 
and vice versa), 





tudes affect which 
behaviors, what external 
forces affect attitudes, among 
so many other important 
considerations, could change
Another point made in the 
attempt to classify psycholo-
gy as nonsense is that knowl-
edge of  it does not better us 
as individuals. Psychologists 
of  all subcategories still suf-
fer the same psychological 
tendencies that all people do. 
Social psychologists are not 
immune to hindsight bias 
and clinical psychologists are 
not immune to depression. If  
the intent behind studying a 
subfield of  psychology is to 
better oneself, then why do 
so many psychologists seek 
to help other people? It is be-
cause the purpose of  psychol-
ogy is to better all people, not 
just those who study it. It is 
an effort to understand why 
we are here and why we feel 
the way we do. This is some-
thing that “hard” sciences 
cannot do, once again chal-
lenging the attitude of  a sci-
entific person.
The biology and chemis-
try of  a person’s brain cannot 
explain the entirety of  their 
human experience. The deep-
er meaning of  the world and 
the questions every person 
wonders about cannot be an-
swered by the mechanics of  
how we formulate the words 
to ask. Through understand-
ing this hole in scientific ex-
planation, we can see that its 













e r y t h i n g 
we do. It 
is the key 
to answer-
ing the 




It may be 
young and still learning, but 
as we further our knowledge 
of  it, its necessity within so-
ciety will become clear.
Soondos Mulla-Os-
man is a junior Digital 
Innovation Film and 
Television and English 
double major. She is 
a staff  writer for the 
Newswire from Cin-
cinnati.
Emily Price is a 
first-year psychology 
major and staff  writer 
for the Newswire from 
Miamisburg, Ohio.
‘Soft’ scienc-
es are typically 




ions and loose 
measures.
Psychologists of  
all subcategories 
still suffer the 
same psycholog-
ical tendencies 
that all people 
do. Social psy-
chologists are 
not immune to 
hindsight bias 
and clinical psy-
chologists are not 
immune to de-
pression.
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Senior Trevon Bluiett is 
already a Musketeers legend. 
He’s been named to the Big 
East honor roll numerous 
times, first-team all-Big East 
twice and is currently the 
program’s third all-time lead-
ing scorer.
Against Georgetown, Blui-
ett posted a season high of  31 
points, which is second in his 
career only to his 40 points 
in last year’s Crosstown 
Shootout. 
His four-point play to tie 
the game with 24 seconds 
left added to the long list of  
moments that will be remem-
bered about his career.
“We just wanted to get a 
quick bucket, so we ran a play 
to get me an open three,” Blu-
iett said about the shot. “It’s a 
good feeling.”
That clutch performance 
raised his career point total to 
2,071. He is now fewer than 
100 points behind Xavier’s 
second all-time leading scor-
er, David West, who finished 
Bluiett chases No. 2 scoring spot
his illustrious career with 
2,132 points. Although reach-
ing all-time leading scorer 
Byron Larkin’s 2,696 points 
looks impossible, topping 
West seems likely.
West currently plays for 
the Golden State Warriors. 
Prior to being selected 18th 
overall in the 2003 NBA 
draft, West was a productive 
player for the Musketeers. 
He was a key player his 
freshman year, averaging 11.7 
points and 9.1 rebounds in 
almost 30 minutes a game. 
During his sophomore, ju-
nior and senior years, West 
was a force to be reckoned 
with. He won the Atlantic 10 
Player of  the Year award each 
of  his last three seasons and 
won the AP and Basketball 
Writers Association National 
Player of  the Year in his se-
nior season.
Senior year, West averaged 
20.1 points, 11.8 rebounds, 
3.2 assists, 1.3 steals and 1.6 
blocks a game. 
He was a dominant post 
presence on both ends of  the 
floor and had the ability to 
score on anyone in the post, 
knock down a mid-range 
jumper, crash the glass and 
play stingy interior defense. 
West’s dominance in the 
post came during an era of  
traditional basketball think-
ing: Get the ball to the post as 
much as possible and let the 
big men work.
West was very much a 
player of  his era, just as Blu-
iett is. Bluiett is a top-notch 
perimeter player, someone 
Bluiett said about Goodin, 
“or if  he didn’t have it he was 
going to be smart enough to 
turn around and find me. It’s 
all about being confident.”
West showed this ability by 
being the best player on three 
of  the most talented Xavier 
teams. During his final three 
seasons, Xavier went 26-6 
each year, winning the confer-
ence each time. Though they 
fell short in NCAA tourna-
ments, West’s ability to lead 
teams shined during the reg-
ular season.
Bluiett and West are and 
will be legends in the histo-
ry of  Xavier basketball. West 
went on to become a multi-
time all-star and champion in 
the NBA and was among the 
best post players in the asso-
ciation. 
Bluiett’s NBA career is 
still unwritten, but one thing 
is certain: Bluiett and West 
are neck and neck in terms 
of  legacy, with Bluiett still 
having time to make more 
history for Xavier in his final 
season.
Women’s tennis collects two team victories 
vs. Lipscomb and Miami Ohio, moves to 3-3
Sophomore Rachael Reichenbach earned three total victories over the weekend. She won a singles match last 
Friday by scores of 6-2,6-2 and on Sunday by scores of 6-4, 6-4. In doubles, she won against Miami of Ohio 6-4.
Photo courtesy of goxavier.com
The Xavier women’s ten-
nis team improved to 3-3 
overall, with victories against 
Lipscomb and Miami Ohio 
over the weekend. 
At their home opener on 
Friday, the Musketeers came 
out hot, defeating Lipscomb 
in a clean 7-0 sweep to earn 
their second win of  the 
spring season.
Freshman Ahmeir Kyle 
won a close three-set match, 
going 6-2, 4-6 and 10-8. 
Senior Lauren Ghidotti 
remained hot, winning her 
match in three sets as well 
with scores of  4-6, 6-2 and 
0-0. 
Junior Sophia Abelson 
only gave up one point in her 
two-set match to remain un-
defeated in singles play on the 
season. 
She won her singles match 
in two sets with final tallies 
of  6-0, 6-1.
 She was recently named 
the Xavier Athlete of  the 
Week for her performance 
last Friday. 
Sophomore Rachael Re-
ichenbach won her singles 
match in straight sets with 
scores of  6-2, 6-2.
“We are starting to settle 
into our positions and have 
gained confidence after win-
ning our last two matches,” 
Reichenbach said.
Senior Elizabeth Bager-
baseh won her match in two 
sets with scores of  6-2, 6-3. 
The doubles teams also 
played well. The team of  
Ghidotti and Abelson fin-
ished their match with a win, 
and the pair of  Reichenbach 
and Kyle were up 5-1 before 
the match was called. 
“We recently changed our 
doubles lineup, which worked 
for us in the last two match-
es,” Reichenbach said. 
“If  we can continue to im-
prove our doubles play, stay 
aggressive and maintain our 
confidence, we should contin-
ue to see good results.”
Xavier claimed a close 
4-3 win on Sunday at Miami 
of  Ohio, defeating the Red-
Hawks in a rematch of  their 
fall invitational.  
Kyle lost a close one, fall-
ing just short 7-6 and 6-2 at 
the No.1 singles spot. 
Ghidotti finished her ca-
reer with a 4-0 showing 
against the RedHawks, while 
Ableson eventually lost a bat-
tle for her first loss of  the 
season. 
However, Bagerbaseh 
and sophomore Lauren 
Fitz-Randloph clinched wins 
in singles in straight sets. 
Bagerbaseh won by scores of  
6-2, 6-3 while Fitz-Randolph 
won 6-4, 4-3 before her oppo-
nent retired from the match.   
Doubles play also provid-
ed tight contests. Kyle and 
Reichenbach won at the No. 
2 spot while the No. 1 and 3 
teams made up of  Ghidotti 
and Abelson and Manion and 
Bagerbaseh lost. 
The Muskeeteers will 
look to continue their strong 
showing on Saturday in the 
Big East home opener against 
Butler to be played at Eastern 
Hills Tennis Club. 
who is a deadly shooter at all 
levels and can score in bunch-
es from outside. His ability to 
switch on defense and handle 
the ball in transition demon-
strates how well his game fits 
in this era.
One skill they share that 
transcends time is leadership. 
Both have shown the ability 
to lead a team when called 
upon. Bluiett has displayed 
this through tournament 
runs as he averaged more 
than 20 points a game in last 
year’s Elite Eight run. 
Bluiett also shows leader-
ship ability in his confidence, 
both in himself  and his team-
mates. 
“Being a teammate, it’s fun 
to watch,” sophomore point 
guard Quentin Goodin said 
about Bluiett. 
“Being able to pass some-
one the ball and just trust 
them with it, knowing there’s 
going to be a positive out-
come. It’s a good feeling.”
“I had all the confidence in 
the world that Quentin was 
going to get a quick layup,” 
Dykema, Araujo and Dell pick 
up singles wins vs. Ball State
The Xavier men’s tennis 
team had its spring home 
opener against Ball State at 
the Eastern Hills Indoor Ten-
nis Club over the weekend. 
After a hard-fought series 
of  matches, Xavier ultimately 
fell in a close contest four sets 
to three. 
The Musketeers hit a 
bump in the road in doubles 
play, but the team was able 
to gather three singles match 
victories.
Junior Jack Dykema and 
senior Gabriel Araujo pre-
vailed in their matches in the 
singles circuit. 
Dykema defeated Marko 
Guzina in No. 1 singles with 
a final tally of  1-6, 6-1, 7-5. 
Araujo was also able to 
bring a match home as well in 
the No. 4 singles spot against 
Ball State’s Conner Andersen 
with a 5-7, 7-5, 6-4 victory in 
a closely contested match. 
Head coach Doug Mat-
thews applauded the upper-
classmen’s valiant efforts this 
weekend. 
“We were a game away 
from losing a few different 
times, but our captains of  
Jack Dykema and Gabe Arau-
jo just wouldn’t go down,” 
Matthews said.
The team received lever-
age from sophomore Nate 
Dell, who grabbed a match 
win in the No. 6 singles slot 
against Bryce Bonin of  Ball 
State. Dell was victorious by 
a score of  6-4, 4-6, 6-3. 
Despite falling short on 
the doubles side of  the coin, 
Matthews is confident in his 
team in the future. 
“Unfortunately, we came 
up a little short at the end, but 
I am really proud of  how we 
competed,” Matthews said. 
“If  we can keep improving 
our doubles and get healthy, 
this team will get a lot better 
as the season goes on.”
Xavier will return to the 
court to host the Valparaiso 
Crusaders at Eastern Hills 
Indoor Tennis Club in Cin-
cinnati on Friday. 
The Musketeers will also 
face Appalachian State on 
Sunday in Richmond, Ky., 
before Big East play begins 
next weekend.
Ball State but surged back the next two sets to come away with the win.







in the win against Georgetown.
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CBB brackets start to take shape
Here are some contenders and pretenders as March looms on the horizon
As we transition into Feb-
ruary, conference champion-
ships and March Madness for 
the college basketball season 
are just a short month away. 
But in a season that has 
yet to see a single clear-cut 
favorite to make a champion-
ship run in March, you may be 
wondering who actually has a 
chance to make some noise in 
the big dance. 
Right now we will discuss 
just that, looking at who the 
“contenders” and “pretend-




As the saying goes, “Of-
fense sells tickets, but defense 
wins championships.” 
As the frontrunner for the 
ACC title, Virginia has one of  
the most dominant defenses 
in college basketball not only 
this year but also in recent 
college basketball history. 
This stifling defense, 
matched with a fairly consis-
tent offense, gives the Cav-
aliers a great chance to be 




Sure, Auburn has only lost 
two games, but exactly who 
has it played that’s good? 11 
of  the Tigers’ 21 wins have 
come against teams that are 
sub-100 in the RPI. 
Along with that, Auburn 
has the second worst strength 
of  schedule within its confer-
ence (67th in the nation). 
In order for the Tigers to 
gain some respect, they’ll need 
2018 Winter Olympic Games preview 
to beat more teams than just 
their subpar SEC opponents. 
CONTENDER: Seton 
Hall Pirates
I know Xavier fans and J.P. 
Macura may not agree with 
me on this but hear me out. 
Seton Hall this year is in 
a very similar situation that 
Xavier was in last year: a vet-
eran-loaded team that had 
high preseason expectations 
it hasn’t lived up to yet still 
This year is an even-num-
bered year, which means 
athletes from all around the 
world will be gathering in one 
location to compete against 
each other on one of  the big-
gest stages in sports. 
Kicking off  on Thursday, 
with the opening ceremonies 
officially jump-starting ev-
erything on Friday night, the 
Winter Olympics make their 
triumphant return this week. 
The games will be hosted in 
Pyeongchang, South Korea.
There are a couple of  no-
table storylines heading into 
these games, the most prom-
inent of  which is the Russian 
doping scandal. 
In December, Russian ath-
letes were banned from com-
peting in this year’s games be-
cause of  widespread cheating 
involving a longtime history 
of  blood doping. 
However, athletes who are 
able to prove they did not cheat 
will be able to compete under 
a neutral flag titled “Olym-
pic Athletes from Russia.” 
According to CNN, “They 
will wear a uniform with that 
name on it, and the Olympic 
anthem will be played at any 
medal ceremonies for Russian 
athletes.” 
This is a massive deal be-
cause of  the string of  success 
Russia has had at the Winter 
Olympics. While many of  its 
athletes will still be allowed to 
compete, Russia will not get 
the credit for any of  the med-
als it wins.
One of  the premier events 
at the Winter Olympics is 
the hockey tournament, but 
the National Hockey League 
made the decision to not take 
a break in this season’s sched-
ule to allow their athletes to 
participate. 
Many players were ex-
tremely upset about this deci-
sion, and the quality of  hock-
ey in the Games will clearly 
not be as high as it would be 
if  the league’s players were on 
their country’s teams.
In other news, Shaun 
White will be returning to 
compete in his fourth straight 
Olympic games. He won the 
gold medal in the halfpipe in 
both 2006 and 2010, rattling 
one high-flying, skyscraping 
trick after another. 
In 2014, “The Flying To-
mato” had a very rough go of  
it, failing to medal at all. A few 
months ago, while training 
for South Korea, White fell 
face-first into the halfpipe and 
needed 62 stitches along with 
a slew of  medical assistance 
to get his face healed.
The 31-year-old did not 
let that deter him from being 
prepared for the start of  the 
Games, and he earned a per-
fect score in a recent competi-
tion to qualify. 
After splitting his attention 
in 2014 between slopestyle 
and halfpipe events, White 
will only be competing in the 
halfpipe this time around. 
Now it’s time to see if  he will 
be able to redeem himself  af-
ter that sub-par performance 
four years ago.
Lindsey Vonn, a two-time 
Olympic medalist, also had her 
share of  struggles throughout 
her career, and the alpine skier 
enters these games with re-
newed confidence and excite-
ment. 
After battling injury after 
injury for years, she is hoping 
to stay healthy enough to earn 
a medal in South Korea. 
She competed for Team 
USA in the Winter Olympics 
in 2002, 2006 and 2010 but 
was forced to sit out the 2014 
games in Sochi, Russia, be-
cause of  a knee injury. 
To date, she has just one 
gold medal to her name from 
the downhill event in the Van-
couver 2010 games, but if  her 
last race was any indication of  
her comeback, she may very 
well be in the running again.
She won her final World 
Cup downhill on Sunday as a 
tuneup to the 2018 games. 
South Korea is 14 hours 
ahead of  Eastern Standard 
Time, so it may be difficult for 
some to watch the events live. 
The opening ceremonies 
will be live at 6 a.m. on Fri-
day and will be broadcasted on 
NBC at 8 p.m. 
American snowboarder Shaun White will compete in his fourth 
Olympic Games despite suffering a brutal facial injury last October.
Photo courtesy of chicagotribune.com
Freshman sensation Trae Young is leading the nation in both points and 
assists per game, but is it enough to lead his Sooners on a tourney run?
Photo courtesy of sbnation.com
show signs of  being a great 
team every now and then. 
If  the Pirates can string a 
few wins together at the end 
of  the season and find a spark 
in the Big East Tournament, 
do not count them out of  
making a deep tournament 
run with whatever seed the 
committee gives them. 
PRETENDER: The Big 
12 Conference
In most recent projections, 
the Big 12 has as many as sev-
en teams being projected to 
make the NCAA Tournament, 
but this does not mean any of  
those teams will make a deep 
run. 
Yes, Trae Young and the 
rest of  the conference can 
score a lot of  points but that 
won’t get you anywhere with-
out a good defense because 
shooting can go cold at any 
minute. 
Only three teams in the 
conference are ranked in the 
top-20 of  defense efficiency.
The other seven are not even 
close to having a good rating. 
The Big 12 may be flashy 
and fast, but I would advise 
you to not buy into the hype. 
CONTENDER: Saint 
Mary’s Gaels
My sleeper pick for a tour-
nament run comes from the 
West Coast Conference and 
is currently ranked 11th in 
the nation: the Gaels of  Saint 
Mary’s. 
Currently boasting a 12-0 
conference record and 23-2 
overall record, the Gaels are 
in position to take the WCC 
title. 
That is contingent upon a 
victory for the second time 
this year against their rival 
Gonzaga. 
The Gaels are also a fre-
quent NCAA Tournament 
team, so don’t be alarmed 
if  they surprise some teams 




al Champions are aiming to 
repeat, but it’s going to be a 
struggle to do so. 
Even with the champion-
ship-caliber players of  Luke 
Maye and Joel Berry II, the 
Tar Heels have just not been 
able to put it together this 
year. 
Battling inconsistency all 
season long from their vet-
eran leaders, seven losses has 
North Carolina not looking 
primed for another title run 
come March.  
U.S. athletes go for gold in Pyeongchang starting Thursday
Sports 
Banter
X marks the spot
Xavier basketball got its first 
verbal commitment for the 
Class of  2022 after 3-star 
combo guard Samari Curtis 
from Xenia, Ohio, committed 
to play for the Musketeers. 
 
Viva Las Vegas
The Las Vegas Golden 
Knights, the NHL’s newest 
expansion team, has defied 
all the odds and made histo-
ry by becoming the league’s 
winningest expansion fran-
chise with 35 wins.
More hockey, eh?
According to a Time report, 
the sport of  hockey was cal-
culated as the most popular 
Winter Olympic sport to 
watch in the United States. 
Amazon echoes fortune
According to a report made 
by Sports Illustrated, a 30-sec-
ond Super Bowl ad cost as 
much as $5 million. The 
Amazon Echo commercial 
about its voice-automated 
system Alexa losing her 
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Ads win Super Bowl  2018
Lip kit mogul Kylie Jen-
ner and rapper Travis Scott 
announced the birth of  their 
first child, daughter Stormi, 
on Sunday. Stormi was born 
on Thursday after nine 
months of  secrecy from Ky-
lie and the entire Kardashian 
family. 
Kylie first announced the 
birth of  her baby girl on Sun-
day, then waited until yester-
day to announce her daugh-
ters name — Stormi. Kylie 
posted a partial photo of  her 
daughter holding her finger 
and included her name in the 
caption. 
The baby was announced 
with an Instagram message 
and a YouTube video. The 
video told the story of  the 
last nine months of  Kylie’s 
life. The social media star had 
been strangely quiet which 
sparked all of  the pregnan-
cy rumors. In the Instagram 
The rapper and lip kit mogul 
announce birth of daughter
Stormi Scott rolls in
Danny DeVito stars as the red M&M turned human by a lucky penny. The com-
mercial is goofy and funny and features DeVito screaming at random citizens in 
the streets of  New York City. DeVito truly is the human form of  an M&M. 
There is a lot going on in this battle-royal style 
commercial. Peter Dinklage and Morgan Freeman 
face off  as fire and ice, singing “Look at Me Now” by Chris Brown and “Get Ur Freak On” by 
Missy Elliot, respectively. Like I said... a lot going on. 
Multiple celebrities make cameos in the hilarious commercial for the voice com-
mand system. Anthony Hopkins, Rebel Wilson, Cardi B and Gordon Ramsay all 
take their turn as Alexa, to the dismay of  confused device users. 
Tide won the commercial Super Bowl with its tenacity. It seemed that every other 
commercial was produced by the company, even spoofing commercials from previ-
ous years. Tide Pods were mysteriously absent from the advertised products...
M&Ms:
Doritos and Mt. Dew:
Alexa:
Tide:
Photo courtesy of NJ.com
Photo courtesy of The Seattle Times
Photo courtesy of billboard.com
Photo courtesy of heavy.com
Photos courtesy of Twitter.com
post, she said that she needed 
to “prepare for the role of  a 
lifetime” through her intense 
privacy. 
The entire Kardashian 
family has put out messages 
of  support for the youngest 
sister on social media and Ky-
lie posted several snapchats 
of  her beautiful, extravagant 
flower arrangements from the 
family. She had her baby just 
two weeks after her older sis-
ter, Kim Kardashian West. 
Older sister Khloe Kar-
dashian is also pregnant, just 
reached the 25-week mark. 
The two sisters are very 
close, and Khloe posted about 
how much she enjoyed be-
ing “bump buddies” with her 
youngest sister. 
As soon as the announce-
ment was made, the Internet 
exploded with memes and 
jokes about Kris Jenner being 
the ultimate “momager” by 
stealing the thunder from the 
Super Bowl. 
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BY HANNAH PAIGE MICHELS  
Campus News Editor
If  you were one of  the 
lucky ticket holders at last 
weekend’s sold-out perfor-
mances of Bloody Bloody An-
drew Jackson, the show prob-
ably rocked your world. For 
those of  you who didn’t sneak 
a peek, allow me to paint you 
a picture. 
The lobby is filled with 
fog seeping out 
from a perhaps 
unfamiliar stu-
dio stage, the 
entrance to the 
left of  the Gal-
lagher Theater. 
Inside, the walls 
are complete-






and risers fill in 
the space not al-
ready occupied 
by the stage. And 
then there’s the 
sound of  angsty 
pop punk music 
humming over 
the speakers, re-
minding you of  
the early 2000s 
when you drew 
on your onverse 
with sharpie and 
lined your eyes 
with thick black pencil.
And then it hits you. The 
music, the costumes, the lights 
all wake you the hell up and 
warn you to strap in for the 
ride. 
I really have to commend 
Xavier Theatre for picking 
such a timely show that packs 
a serious punch. We follow 
Josh Carandang as Andrew 
Jackson from childhood to 
death, as he yells, whines and 
sings about how hard it is to 
be himself  when he doesn’t 
get what he wants. He’s so 
obviously a villain, but Caran-
dang captures Jackson’s con-
The Xavier Theatre’s production is timely and 
poignant, with a twist of old-fashioned style 









fidence and ego in a way that 
convinced the audience that 
pink hair glitter and black 
skinny jeans are the uniform 
of  the ultimate ladykiller. We 
all know from Into the Woods 
that Carandang has some seri-
ous pipes, but in this star role 
we also saw how well Caran-
dang could hold the attention 
of  a crowd and capture the 
nuance of  such an over-the-
top character. 
The ensemble was also 
very impressive, with punchy 
vocal performances from Ellie 
Conniff  as Female Soloist/
Announcer/Naomi and Annie 
Mayer as Red Eagle/Univer-
sity President. Some other 
standouts were first-years 
Hyehyun Hwang as Lynco-
ya with a hauntinly beautiful 
vocal performance, Michael 
Rowlett as the quirky and 
flamboyant Van Buren and 
Seth Mobley as the charis-
matic Bandleader. Except for 
a few ensemble members who 
didn’t always blend in well, 
Bloody Bloody was incredibly 
well-casted, and the ensem-
ble was able to work together 
well.
The lighting design and 
sound design for this show 
were incredibly immersive 
and really brought the entire 
atmosphere together. Along 
with the band’s participation 
in the actual performance, 
audience members were tru-
ly able to feel like a part of  
the show and not just simple 
viewers of  a performance.
Xavier Theatre started out 
this semester with a bang, a 
yell and a politically charged 
emo rock musical. It looks like 
there is plenty of  energy and 
spirit left from Bloody Bloody 
to impress audiences through 
the rest of  the season. I’m ea-
ger to see what the next few 
shows will offer, and I hope 
that they, too, will rock our 
Now Playing: 
Total score:
Photo courtesy of Amazon.com
Photo courtesy of Xavier Theatre
The most recent Xavier Theatre production grapples with current issues in the context 
of the past. A young Andrew Jackson (Josh Carandang) is placed in the current time.  
“L.O.V.E.” 
x Nat King Cole
(one week until Valentine’s Day!)
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Aries: The haircut that will boost 
your career is Justin Timberlake’s 
ramen noodle curls.
Taurus: A chicken will cross the road 
in front of  you. Soon, good luck will 
also cross your path.
Gemini: The FBI agent watching 
you will secretly curve your latest 
failed test.
Cancer: Your cause of  death will be 
from touching the digusting gum 
under a desk.
Leo: The person who didn’t hold the 
door for  you will be struck by light-
ning. Karma is real.
Virgo: Instead of  getting a ticket for 
the Villanova game, you will some-
how get a ticket for Village People.
Pisces: The next bag of  chips you 
buy will be full of  air, no chips in 
sight.
Aquarius: Your classes on Thurs-
day will be cancelled because U-S-A, 
U-S-A, U-S-A. 
Capricorn: You will twist your an-
kle at the SAC dance during “Twist 
and Shout.”
Sagittarius: The caf  workers love 
you and will secretly give you some 
French toast sticks tomorrow 
morning.
Libra: You will receive an inconspic-
uous voicemail from Kylie Jenner 
asking you to be Stormi’s godparent.
Scorpio: Don’t cry over spilled 
milk, cry because you won’t be able 


















storming a way through intellectual
dirt, coming out 
like cooked spaghetti.
Good Books are spineless
 (Cowardly Things);
leeches lurking behind Eyes
that catch everything;
Eyes the most successful, accomplished
fisherman that don’t can’t won’t catch
a single fish, only tons and tons
of  bricks, bones, and bodies.
“[Brainey Brains stem]”
A poem inspired by a doodle.
KEVIN THOMAS
World News Editor
